B115 .Archangels Khemiel and Ariel -was born at a special point in time, on December 1 2017, that
in relation to the Mayan Codes was Yellow Planetary Human kin 192, galactic portal, the
manifestation of free will, how we can perfect through our wisdom, realizing healing and
integrating the communication of the Spirit, our inner master, aligning above and below the sun and
the moon, the fire and the water. This birth happened 2 days before the Super Moon of December 3,
White Crystal Wizard, kin 194 . Mike was pointing out how it was a strong energy leading to the
alignment to the galaxy that will take place from 18 to 22 December.
It is incredibly synchronic that this period of time sees the sequence from code 194 to 209, the same
sequence that accompanied us through the 7 Last Moons up to the Closing of the Cycle –from may
30 2012 to December 21 2012, across the Moon Out of Time and into the 7 Mystic Moons to come
to the Synchronization with the Galaxy on 26 July 2013, beginning of a New Cycle of Time. This
same sequence was compressed also in the period that went from December 6 to 21 2012.
So we have a great opportunity to recapitulate what occurred at that time and emphasize it now,
letting go what is still on the way and obstructs the new that wants to emerge, still bringing healing
to the past with the Blue Crystal Hand kin 207, the energy of the Closing of the Cycle, on Dec 16 so
that on the Red Magnetic Moon kin 209, on dec 18, instead of replaying the old movie, that energy
that made us fall in a wrong frequency of time, we may come to a total purification and be ready for
a magic flight at the moment of the alignment with the Galaxy. You can be assisted by the help of
all the Archangels from Michael to Zachariel and the Masters that synchronize with them up to the
Solar Logos. We are also reconnecting to the 7 Lost Generations, that followed the death of the
Mayan King Pacal Votan, bringing light to a period of 140 years with the Archangels from Michael
to Metatron that become Solar Witnesses, and represent a testimonial of something we need to
rediscover and remember.
Another important synchronicity is that the first of the 7 last moons Kin 194 – that contains B100
Archangel Metatron and B 94 Archangel Michael was connected to the galactic identity of Vicky
Wall, White Electric Wizard kin 94 and B115 is a gate to the 5, her soul bottle that is contained in
the colors of Khemiel and Ariel, and if we add the yellow to the orange that lie in the upper fraction
of the 2 bottles, on the conscious level, what we get is the gold of the Incarnational Star. That is the
place where we can become Wizards and in total receptivity, in no time, enchant.
The kin that relates to the bottle is kin 115 Blue Spectral Eagle, on the wavespell of the serpent,
and the vision we can liberate is that of a sexuality based on extatic feelings. With the Orange on
the Red we can nurture the first chakra, the Kundalini energy, giving at the same time strenght to
the second, our emotional body. The Eagle brings us the vision of how we can liberate the serpent,
Maldek and the taboo of sexuality that we inherited as a karma. The orange provides the
opportunity to heal the time line and mixed with the red gives us that coral that was in Archangel
Azreal, the purpose of the wavespell, kin 105, Red Magnetic,Serpent: how to call the Goddess, how
to attract the people of OMA connected to Maldek, how to bring healing to the female energy so
much abused in the world and in time. We can dissolve in order to create, releasing the mind. A
creativity that starts from the istinctual side of our being, because we have integrated the serpent
and let go of the mind..
What follows are the 3 Affirmations of kin 192, 194 and 115 and their oracles and the wavespellof
the Serpent

Kin 192: YELLOW PLANETARY HUMAN
I perfect in order to influence
Producing wisdom
I seal the process of free will
With the planetary tone of manifestation
I am guided by the power of universal fire
I am a galactic activation portal enter me

Kin 194: WHITE CRYSTAL WIZARD
I dedicate in order to enchant
Universalizing receptivity
I seal the output of timelessness
With the crystal tone of cooperation
I am guided by the power of death
Kin 194 - Precept 38 - The codes of the
Law of Time exist to help us maintain
continuing consciousness in the 13:20
timing frequency and thus access the
noosphere.

Kin 115: BLUE SPECTRAL EAGLE
I dissolve in order to create
Releasing mind
I seal the output of vision
With the spectral tone of liberation
I am guided by my own power doubled
I am a polar kin I transport the blue galactic spectrum
I am a galactic activation portal enter me
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